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STATEMENT OF KRISTINA EGAN ON GOVERNOR PATRICK’S VISION
FOR THE COMMONWEALTH
“Tonight Governor Patrick took a huge step forward towards addressing the transportation
problems that have been holding back our economy for too long. He gave us a bold vision as to how
we can create a stronger commonwealth and more opportunity for all people of Massachusetts.
“Transportation is the key to moving Massachusetts forward. We need to make transportation
investments in every corner of the commonwealth in order to connect people to jobs, improve the
quality of our lives and protect our environment.
“Now is the time to invest in transportation; not just for today but for tomorrow, not just for us but
for future generations.
“We need stable sources of revenue that are locked in for transportation and invested with
discipline year after year. Our transportation problems are growing worse, with closed and
restricted roads and bridges, dangerous traffic, old and deteriorating buses and trains. All revenue
options should be on the table and fully explored by the legislature.
“Every year we put this off, it becomes more expensive to fix. It’s clear: if we don’t invest now, the
problem will only grow worse, and our kids will pay the price for our inaction.”
###

Coalition Members: Alliance for Business Leadership • Alternatives for Community and Environment • Conservation Law Foundation • Environmental League of
Massachusetts • Groundwork Lawrence • Fairmount Indigo Line Collaborative • Institute for Human Centered Design • LISC • Livable Streets Alliance •
Massachusetts Association of Community Development Corporations • Massachusetts Association of Regional Transit Authorities • Massachusetts Communities
Action Network • MassCommute • Massachusetts Public Health Association • Massachusetts Smart Growth Alliance • MassBike • MASSPIRG • MBTA Advisory
Board • Medical Academic and Scientific Community Organization (MASCO) • Merrimack Valley Planning Commission • Metropolitan Area Planning Council •
Neighbor to Neighbor • Northeastern University/Dukakis Center • Old Colony Planning Council • On the Move • Pioneer Valley Planning Commission • Somerville
Community Corporation • Somerville Transportation Equity Partnership • Southeastern Regional Planning and Economic Development District • WalkBoston

